McGuirk Slain by Assassins

as Mayoralty Campaign Opens

British Entry in

Political Race Hit on

A. T. O. Baloney

Leaves Bannon and Brown in

Eripe Struggle of National Importance

"Quarrel with Brown and Bos Bane",

shouted conspirator Bob Mc-

coll, who was a regular of the 15th of July fan in the other

branch of the political party. He then

chased the crowd for three miles by bullet fire, but by the time

the second gun was pulled the group

was in a mob and was soon subdued.

It is reported that the assassination

was committed by a group of outlaws

who had been working on the prior

night in the eastern part of the city.

The police believe that the assassin

was a local man who had been

involved in a dispute with the

candidate and his family.

Leaves Bannon and Brown

Dying

Prince is Guest

of Kappa Sigma

Worthy Grand Master of Kappa Sigma is Professor at U. of Richmond

Lecturer Here Is

Author, Editor and

World Traveler

Christian Organization

Workship of Page's

Conf., Nov. 8-10

Annual B. K. Stunt

Program Tonight

Sixteen Skills Schedules for Traditional Event in Trivia

New Date To Give Ten-Minute Clue to Young Men Will Be

Aged 17

Frank W. Randall

Elected President

Alumni Association

Sponsors Establishment of

Unanimously Passed

Old Grads on Campus Tomorrow

for Homecoming Day Activities

THREE SHE SHEPHERDS

FOR HER

"THEIR LITTLE CRITIC"

Parsimonious Picture is Result of

Prize Photo Contests

By Jan. 15, 1920, Carl P. Dillenius' book had been published.

Alumnus of the University, he

now resides in New York City.

Photograph furnished by the

library.

Alumni Meet Today to

Begin Week-end Reunion Sessions

Mention of the meeting was

made by Mr. Daland, owner of "The Wildcat.

He said that the alumni association, given short

notice on the subject, had been

forced to make plans for the event.
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Alumni Notes

Announcements

New Light in Education

by John Searle

An interesting experiment in adult education was begun this fall at the New Hampshire Teachers College in Durham. The experiment was undertaken in order to provide a solution for the problem of meeting the needs of the adult who desires to further his education.

This program offers the graduate students a chance to gain valuable experience in teaching and to study the problems of adult education. The program is open to all adult students who are interested in furthering their education.

The program consists of a series of courses designed to be taken in a flexible pattern. The courses are offered in the evenings, and are conducted by experienced teachers. The courses cover a wide range of subjects, including literature, history, science, and mathematics.

The program also includes a series of workshops and seminars, which are designed to help students develop their teaching skills. The workshops and seminars are led by experienced educators, and are open to all adult students.

The New Hampshire Teachers College is located in Durham, New Hampshire. For more information about the program, please contact the college at (503) 567-8900.
SUPERIOR QUALITY

There are degrees of quality in the raw ingredients that go into the meals. Our standard of service calls for superior quality.

Despite the greater costs of superior quality food, students and alumni of the University of New Hampshire pay only minimum prices for their meals.

Think of it—$3.25 meals for $3.30—on average of only 90c per meal. Try a meat ticket, and be convinced.

The University Dining Hall

---

The New Hampshire, October 26, 1934
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First Secondary Institution to Win Scholastic Trophy for Two Years

Lacombia High School, having had the first secondary institution in the state to win the Scholastic Trophy, took the honor again this year, according to the second consecutive year, according to the current edition of the Wall Street Journal. This achievement is a result of a unique combination of factors: a strong academic program, a dedicated faculty, and a supportive community. The school has been recognized for its commitment to educational excellence and its role in building a strong foundation for its students' future success.
Maine Battered by N. H.; Demers, Joslin Shine

N. H. Offense Completely Overwhelms Maine Team
—Maine Scores by Air

Long forward passes, jump passes, bunnyhops, and heads-up tackles with enthusiasm and precision brought the New Hampshire football team a 15-6 victory over Maine yesterday, before a crowd of 15,000 at Memorial Stadium. New Hampshire, with a season’s record of 2-0, and Maine, with a mark of 1-1, were playing for the second time in four years. The Wildcats scored on three plays, the first a pass gain against several Wildcat tacklers, the second a field goal, the Wildcats piled up 17 points in the last quarter to score on a pass that was out of the line of scrimmage. Then Pederzani punted two times out in the crucial spot, and the New Hampshire team held the ball until the end.

CAT NAMED FOR COWELL

A special tribute to Coach William Cowell was accorded at New Hampshire University yesterday, as the Theta Chi team at Dartmouth offered a cat to the New Hampshire team, naming it Cowell. The Theta Chi team is favored, as it has been a best team in the Ivy League for several months. The Theta Chi's will furnish the chief entertainment for tonight’s game, as they have a habit of making a special effort to please the crowd.

CT. N. H. Winning With Perfect Score, 1-50

Fine Race Between Playfair and Webster Decided by Cramp Attack

Running with ease past playmates, the Harvard University football team defeated the University of Vermont yesterday, 15-50. Playfair did not play, but Webster did. The score was 2-2 at the end of the first half, and 5-5 at the end of the second half. After the kickoff, the Harvard team started the game in fine shape, and Webster did not play. The Vermont team started with a field goal, and the Harvard team did not play. The Harvard team started the game in fine shape, and Webster did not play. The Vermont team started with a field goal, and the Harvard team did not play. The Harvard team started the game in fine shape, and Webster did not play. The Vermont team started with a field goal, and the Harvard team did not play. The Harvard team started the game in fine shape, and Webster did not play. The Vermont team started with a field goal, and the Harvard team did not play. The Harvard team started the game in fine shape, and Webster did not play. The Vermont team started with a field goal, and the Harvard team did not play. The Harvard team started the game in fine shape, and Webster did not play.
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